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The use of fractionated Kraft lignin to improve the
mechanical and biological properties of PVA-based
scaﬀolds
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The mechanical properties of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)-based scaﬀolds were successfully improved. The
improvements in mechanical properties correlated with the amount of Kraft lignin in PVA matrices. The
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critical property for any scaﬀold is its capacity to allow cells to ingrow and survive within its internal
structure. The ingrowth of cells was tested using bioreactors creating simulated in vivo conditions. In the
context of all the mentioned parameters, the most advantageous properties were exhibited by the
scaﬀold containing 99 wt% PVA and 1 wt% Kraft lignin. The composites with 1 wt% Kraft lignin exhibited
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suﬃcient mechanical stability, a lack of cytotoxicity, and mainly the ability to allow the ingrowth of cells
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into the scaﬀold in a rotation bioreactor.

1. Introduction
The rapidly evolving eld of regenerative medicine has created
a constant demand for the development of new threedimensional scaﬀolds with mandatory biological properties
(e.g., biocompatibility or a bio-interface) and material properties (e.g., elasticity or porosity). For this purpose, many polymers, natural as well as synthetic, have proven to be suitable
matrix materials. Various polymer-based scaﬀolds have been
used for bone,1,2 heart,3–6 and cartilage7,8 regeneration. Particular attention is devoted to, among others, poly(vinyl alcohol)
(PVA). This synthetic polymer is already widely utilized in
biomedicine.9 A wide variety of PVA-based biomaterials have
been used for cartilage,10,11 vascular,12 cardiovascular,13,14 and
also bone15 tissue replacement. The use of PVA hydrogel as
a dermal ller has also been proposed.16 The mechanical
properties of PVA, however, are not entirely satisfactory.17
In contrast to PVA, the biological properties of Kra lignin
(KL) have not yet been satisfactorily described. It is a renewable
industrial biopolymer, which has already been tested as an
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additive and ller for various polymers.18,19 The purpose of
using KL as an additive to polymers is mainly to exploit its
stiﬀening eﬀect20 and antioxidant eﬃciency.21 Both properties
are benecial for tissue engineering and can be especially
advantageous for PVA-based devices. As both inammatory
responses and correlated oxidative stress are typical side eﬀects
of implantation, the latter mentioned property of KL is more
than desirable for materials utilized as scaﬀolds in regenerative
medicine. Another favourable feature which KL can bring to the
nal product is antibacterial activity. However, the antibacterial
activity of industrial lignins within polymer composites is
questionable.22 The antibacterial properties of isolated lignins
have been discussed in some recent papers. For example,
Medina et al. reported the antibacterial eﬃciency of hydrolyzed
lignin (derived from oil palm empty fruit bunches) against E.
coli, S. typhimurium, B. subtilis, and S. aureus.23 Guo et al. reported the antibacterial activity of lignin extracts obtained from
anhydrous ammonia-pretreated corn stover aer enzymatic
hydrolysis.24 As KL is a polydisperse compound, its utilization in
biomedicine is challenging. However, the fractionation of KL
(e.g., using selective precipitation based on pH or organic
solvent extraction) can improve its polydispersity index and lead
to the derivation of specic lignin samples.25
In the light of the facts mentioned above, this work aimed to
determine the improvement in the function of PVA scaﬀolds
resulting from the incorporation of KL and the potential of
these innovative scaﬀolds for use in regenerative medicine.
Optimally, the novel material should exploit the advantages of
lignin, especially its antibacterial activity, excellent mechanical
properties, and biocompatibility with PVA. The methanol fraction of Kra lignin (KLf), obtained according to Gregorova and
Sedlarik,26 was used to prepare scaﬀolds. This fraction should
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be more suitable for biomedical applications, as it exhibits
lower polydispersity.26

2.

Material and methods

Q ¼ (Ws  Wd)/Wd,
where Wd and Ws are weights of dried hydrogel and swelled
hydrogel aer 24 hours in water, respectively.

2.1. Preparation of hydrogels
Mowiex TC 232 (Kuraray Europe GmbH), a polyvinyl alcohol
compound with an aliphatic polyol and calcium distearate, was
used as the polymer matrix for hydrogels and is henceforth
designated as PVA. Powdered lignin (KL) of the weight average
molecular weight 2790 g mol1 and polydispersity of 2.0 was
obtained by methanol fractionation of Kra lignin, which was
isolated from black liquor (Zellstoﬀ Pöls AG, Austria) by
precipitation with 37% hydrochloric acid.26 The methanol
fraction KLf was prepared as described by Gregorova and
Sedlarik.26
1 g of PVA was fully dissolved in 20 mL of Mili-Q water at
80  C by stirring in glass vials. Diﬀerent concentrations of the
methanol fraction of KL were uniformly dispersed in PVA
solution. The pH was adjusted to 2.00 with 2.0 M HCl, and 200
mL of glutaraldehyde was added to the solution and stirred for
30 min. Subsequently, prepared solutions were densied by the
repetition of six freeze-thawing cycles (freezing at 18  C for 12
hours followed by thawing (gradual warming) at room temperature for 4 hours). Hydrogels were designated as PVA_X-KLf,
where X indicates the concentration of lignin (1, 5, 10, 15 and
20 wt%).
2.2. Mechanical and thermal stability of hydrogels
The mechanical stability of fully swollen hydrogels (15 mm in
diameter and 10 mm in height) in water was tested by
employing creep/creep recovery testing at 25  C in air, using
a DMA Q800 RH equipped with a submersion compression
clamp (TA Instruments, USA). A force of 0.001 N, 5 minutes of
isotherm, constant stress of 1 kPa for 5 minutes, and a relaxation time of 5 minutes were applied. Three parallel measurements were performed for each hydrogel.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TG) was performed using STA449C Netzsch equipment. 5 mg of PVA hydrogels were spread
in perforated alumina crucibles. Thermal behaviour was
recorded from 25  C to 550  C at a heating rate of 10  C min1
under a nitrogen atmosphere (50 mL min1 of nitrogen ow
rate).
2.3. Internal structure of hydrogels and swelling ratio
The inner structures of the prepared scaﬀolds were observed
using a Phenom Pro scanning electron microscope (SEM)
(Phenom-World BV). The samples were studied at an acceleration voltage of 10 kV in the backscattered electron. Measurements were carried out on samples without prior metallization
using a unique sample holder that allows the reduction of
charges on nonconductive materials.
The internal structure of hydrogels was determined gravimetrically by estimation of the swelling behaviour in distilled
water. The swelling ratio (Q) was calculated by the following
equation:
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2.4. Cytotoxicity and cytocompatibility
The cytotoxicity of scaﬀolds in direct contact with cells and the
cytotoxicity of extracts from scaﬀolds were tested to reveal the
fundamental biological properties of the scaﬀolds. Accordingly,
the materials found to be most cytocompatible were tested for
cytocompatibility using bioreactors creating simulated in vivo
conditions. This testing allowed the ability of cells to grow into
the scaﬀold's internal pores to be studied. Taken together, the
results of the abovementioned tests provided a sophisticated
view of the biological properties of the prepared scaﬀolds based
on PVA and KL. All tests were performed using a mouse
embryonic broblast cell line (ATCC CRL-1658 NIH/3T3, USA).
ATCC-formulated Dulbecco's Modied Eagle's Medium (PAA
Laboratories GmbH, Austria) containing 10% bovine calf serum
(BioSera, France) and 100 U mL1 of Penicillin/Streptomycin
(GE Healthcare HyClone, United Kingdom) was used as the
cultivation medium. The set-ups for individual tests were as
follows:
Cytotoxicity in direct contact. Before testing the cytotoxicity
of scaﬀolds in direct contact with cells, samples were disinfected by being submersed in 70% ethanol. The samples were
le in 70% ethanol overnight; then the ethanol was removed
with ultrapure water Milli-Q, which was further changed aer 2
hours. The cytotoxicity test in direct contact was performed
according to ISO 10993-5 with modications. The cells were
seeded in the presence of samples at a concentration of 105 cells
per mL. Cell proliferation around the tested samples was evaluated aer three days using an inverted Olympus phase
contrast microscope (Olympus IX81, Japan). Cells seeded on
tissue plastic were used as a reference.
The cytotoxicity of extracts. The test was performed according to ISO 10993-5 and samples were extracted according to ISO
10993-12 (0.2 g of sample per mL of cultivation medium). The
extraction proceeded at 37  1  C with continuous stirring for
24  1 h. The individual prepared extracts were then ltered
through a 0.22 mm syringe lter and utilized within 24 hours.
The parent extracts (100%) were diluted in the culture medium
to obtain a series of dilutions with concentrations of 75, 50, 25,
10 and 5%. Cells were pre-cultivated for 24 h and the medium
was then replaced with diluted extracts. Cells cultivated in the
presence of the pure medium were used as a reference (giving
100% cell proliferation). Viable cells were counted aer one day
of cell cultivation (37  0.1  C) in the presence of sample
extracts using a BD FACSCanto ow cytometer (BD Biosciences,
Canada) employing SYTOR 61 red uorescent nucleic acid stain
(Life Technologies, USA) to assess cytotoxic eﬀects. First, the
diluted extracts were sucked up, and the layer of cells was
washed with phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS, BioSera, France).
The adhered cells were released using trypsin and stained with
SYTO at a nal concentration of 30 nM. Aer 30 minutes, the
viable cells were analyzed in the dark. All tests were performed
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in quadruplicates, and Dixon's Q test was used to remove
outlying values. The morphology of the cells was also observed
using an inverted Olympus phase contrast microscope
(Olympus IX81, Japan).
The ingrowth of cells through the scaﬀolds. Before testing,
samples were disinfected with 70% ethanol as described earlier.
One mL of cell suspension at a concentration of 1  106 cells
per mL was gently injected by syringe into each scaﬀold [and
0.2 mL also onto the surface of the material], and the scaﬀolds
were placed in a 24-well plate. Aer 2 hours, two mL of cultivation medium was added. The cells were cultivated in an
incubator to allow them to adhere and subsequently began to
proliferate inside the structure of the tested samples. Aer three
days, the samples were placed into a bioreactor, where they were
cultivated for the next 14 days. For this purpose, a Rotary Cell
Culture systems™ RCCS-4 (Synthecon Incorporated, Texas) was
used. Each sample was inserted separately inside the high
aspect ratio vessel, and 50 mL of cultivation medium was added.
The forward rotation was adjusted to 15.5 rpm. The medium
was changed aer seven days. Aer the cultivation period, the
samples were xed with 4% paraformaldehyde overnight and
subsequently washed with PBS, permeabilized with 0.5% Triton
X-100, and again washed with PBS three times. The xed and
permeabilized cells were stained using ActinRed™ 555 (Thermo
Fisher Scientic, USA). The tested samples were sliced, and the
cell morphology was observed using uorescent microscopy.
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PVA hydrogels with the addition of lignin at a concentration
higher than 10 wt% were mechanically unstable and formless.
The ability of hydrogels to withstand the mechanical stress was
determined as a strain recovery aer releasing the stress. Fig. 1
shows the record of creep behaviour of PVA hydrogel modied
with 1 wt% of KLf.
The maximum strain and strain recovery exhibited unlled
PVA hydrogel (see Table 1). The strain and strain recovery values
decreased proportionally with the lignin addition. The reason is
that lignin has a reinforcing eﬀect and partially disrupts the
homogeneity of the hydrogel. Lignin added at a concentration
higher than 10 wt% resulted in mechanical instability, probably
due to the inhibition of PVA cross-linking. Due to this insuﬃcient cross-linking, hydrogels with 15 wt% and 20 wt% lignin
were so and formless and therefore unable to recover their
original geometry aer compression.
PVA_10-KLf was hydrogel with the highest concentration of
f
KL (10 wt%) and still well preserved mechanical stability. Fig. 2
shows the record of thermogravimetric analysis of neat PVA and
PVA with 10 wt% of KLf. The addition of 10 wt% of KLf shied
the degradation onset about 2.5  C to the lower temperature.
The reason for an earlier degradation might be a lower crosslinking degree of the hydrogel.

2.5. Antibacterial properties
For antibacterial testing, two bacterial strains were utilized –
Staphylococcus aureus CCM 4516 (ATCC; American Type Culture
Collection 6538) and Escherichia coli CCM 4517 (ATCC; American Type Culture Collection 8739). Soybean Casein Digest Agar
(Tryptone Soya Agar, HiMedia Laboratories, India) was used as
nutrient agar.
To determine whether the amount of KLf was suﬃcient to
induce antibacterial properties in the selected scaﬀolds, the
agar diﬀusion test with modications was conducted. The
amendment lay in the pouring of samples into agar instead of
the placing of at samples onto the surface of the agar. Samples
were poured into the agar containing a bacterial suspension at
a concentration of 5  105 CFU per mL of agar. The agar plates
with inoculated bacteria were incubated at 35  C for 24 hours.
Aer this incubation period, inhibition zones were measured.

3.

Results and discussion

All biomaterials must exhibit certain required properties and
mainly low cytotoxicity. In the case of scaﬀolds, these include
appropriate mechanical properties and advanced properties
such as the capacity to allow cells to grow into the structure.
Intrinsic antibacterial activity is another advanced and highly
desired property which can decrease the risk of nosocomial
infections. All of the properties mentioned above were determined for the PVA and KLf-based scaﬀolds developed in this
study.

12348 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 12346–12353

Fig. 1

Creep behaviour of PVA_1-KLf hydrogel at 25  C in air.

Table 1

Creep/recovery data for PVA hydrogels
a

Sample

Compression strain
aer creep (%)

b

Strain recovery aer 5
min relaxation (%)

PVA
PVA_1-KLf
PVA_5-KLf
PVA_10-KLf

19.3  2
18.0  1
13  5
81

54.2  3
50.5  3
45.2  2
38.1  2

a

The value indicates a reduction in initial sample height due to stress of
1 kPa. b The value indicates the recovery of the original sample height
aer 5 min of relaxation without stress.
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TG curves of neat PVA hydrogel and PVA hydrogel with 10 wt%

of KLf.

The internal structures of the tested hydrogels were observed
by SEM. The micrographs of PVA (referent sample) and selected
samples are depicted in Fig. 3. The micrographs show the
structure of PVA/KLf scaﬀolds in dependence on the content of

KLf. The porosity and internal structures of neat PVA and PVA/
KLf scaﬀolds with lower lignin concentrations correspond to
structures of scaﬀolds commonly utilized in tissue engineering.
SEM micrographs show that the addition of lignin up to 5 wt%
increased the density of PVA scaﬀold structures; Fig. 3B shows
the longitudinal bres of PVA_1-KLf, while Fig. 3C depicts the
cross-section of PVA_5-KLf. However, as the amount of KLf
increased, the structure became less consistent, as shown in
Fig. 3E, which depicts the disruption and mechanical instability
of PVA_20-KLf samples. The observed trend conrmed the
changes in hydrogel properties with increasing contents of KLf
recorded during the testing of mechanical stability.
The diﬀerences in the internal structure in dependence on
lignin concentration have been conrmed by the values of the
swelling ratio (see Fig. 4). The changes in the swelling ratio
values are following SEM micrographs. PVA hydrogels with 1–
5 wt% KLf are much denser as neat PVA hydrogel and show
lower swelling ratio values. However, PVA hydrogels containing
lignin in the concentration above 10 wt% show swelling ratio
comparable with neat PVA, which correspond with the content
of bigger pores and irregular inner structure.
The determination of cytotoxicity is the test of the rst choice
when the biocompatibility of any material is at issue. The
cytotoxicity testing of scaﬀolds based on PVA and KLf has not yet

Fig. 4 Swelling ratio of neat PVA and PVA hydrogels modiﬁed with KLf.

Fig. 3 The internal structure of (A) PVA, (B) PVA_1-KLf, (C) PVA_5-KLf,
(D) PVA_15-KLf, (E) PVA_20-KLf.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

Fig. 5 The mass of NIH/3T3 cultivated in direct contact with (A)
PVA_1-KLf, (B) PVA_20-KLf (dark regions marked with a white arrow).
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been fully developed. For this reason, a preliminary method for
determining scaﬀold cytotoxicity – that is, cytotoxicity testing in
direct contact – was employed rst.
It was found that cells were able to proliferate in direct
contact with all samples. Moreover, no morphological changes
were observed in comparison with reference cells. The obtained
results, therefore, indicate no cytotoxic eﬀect in direct contact.
The micrographs in Fig. 5 show cells proliferating in direct
contact with PVA_1-KLf and PVA_20-KLf.
For quantitative and more sensitive cytotoxicity assessments,
extracts of the studied scaﬀolds were tested using ow cytometry and SYTO staining. First, the cytocompatibility of pure PVA

Paper

material in the tested scaﬀolds, whose biocompatibility has
already been described in previous studies,27 was conrmed (see
Fig. 6, where results for 50, 75 and 100% extracts are presented;
lower extract concentrations exhibited no cytotoxic eﬀect).
Concerning the cytotoxicity of scaﬀold extracts, a signicant
dependence between the cytotoxic eﬀect and the amount of KLf
in the tested samples was observed (Fig. 6).
Moreover, cell morphology supported the obtained results,
conrming that a direct correlation existed between the cytotoxic eﬀect and the amount of KLf in the sample (see Fig. 7).
However, a comparison of the obtained results with the
literature is problematic because of a lack of articles dealing

Fig. 6 Cytotoxicity of scaﬀold extracts of various concentrations presented as a relative number of viable cells  the standard deviation
compared to reference according to ISO 10993-5 standard. The dashed lines highlight the critical viabilities to be assessed according to
requirements of EN ISO 10993-5, where viability > 0.8 means no cytotoxicity; 0.6–0.8, mild cytotoxicity; 0.4–0.6, moderate toxicity; and <0.4,
severe cytotoxicity.
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with the cytotoxicity and biocompatibility of KL in general and
especially its fractionated form. The obtained results are discussed in the context of more general studies of lignin. Even
though the fact that lignin-based copolymers are perceived as
nontoxic,28 it is necessary to mention that lignin could have an
adverse impact on cell viability. The data presented in this
article correlate well with the study by Kai et al.29 They described
limitations on the application of alkali lignin resulting from its
cytotoxicity at high concentrations. A concentration of 6% by
mass was evaluated as the optimal amount of alkali lignin in
PLLA/PLA-lignin nanobers.29 Moreover, it was found that the
cytotoxic eﬀect of alkali lignin appeared to increase with time of
exposure.30 In light of the results obtained in our study, the
highest possible concentration of KLf that exhibits no or very
low cytotoxicity was assessed to be around 5%.
The absence of cytotoxicity is one of the critical factors
essential for the successful use of materials in tissue engineering. The ability of cells to ingrow and survive within the
internal structure of scaﬀolds is another crucial parameter.
Thus, NIH/3T3 cells were seeded inside the tested samples and
cultivated in a Rotary Cell Culture systems™ RCCS-4 to evaluate
the ability of cells to grow into the porous scaﬀolds. We found
that the cells were able to grow into all the tested scaﬀolds (see
Fig. 8, where only PVA, PVA_1-KLf, PVA_5-KLf, PVA_15-KLf and
PVA_20-KLf are depicted as examples). However, a signicant
correlation was found between the ability of cells to grow into
scaﬀolds and the amount of KLf present. Greater cell growth
into samples with lower amounts of KLf was observed, similarly
to what was seen during the cytotoxicity testing of extracts. The

RSC Advances

Fig. 8 NIH/3T3 ﬁbroblasts stained with ActinRed™ 555 grown within
(A) PVA, (B) PVA_1-KLf, (C) PVA_5-KLf, (D) PVA_15-KLf, (E) PVA_20-KLf.

samples PVA_1-KLf and PVA_5-KLf are advantageous for mouse
broblasts; therefore, the suggested amount of KLf for tissue
engineering scaﬀolds seems to be between 1 and 5%. However,
according to the comparison of stained cell cytoskeletons inside
scaﬀolds, cell growth was homogeneous only in the case of
PVA_1-KLf (Fig. 8B). In contrast, the cells inside the PVA_5-KLf
(Fig. 8C) scaﬀold created clusters. Growth is an important
feature because a tissue-engineering scaﬀold should enable
cells to grow homogeneously into its structure and gradually
create continuous tissue. The creation of separate clusters is
undesirable. From this point of view, a concentration of KLf of
about 1% should be optimal for use in tissue engineering.

Fig. 7 NIH/3T3 cultivated in the presence of 75% extracts of (A) PVA,

(B) PVA_1-KLf, (C) PVA_5-KLf, (D) PVA_10-KLf, (E) PVA_15-KLf, and (F)
PVA_20-KLf.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

Fig. 9

The growth of E. coli in the presence of sample PVA_20-KLf.
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To determine whether the amount of KLf was suﬃcient to
induce antibacterial properties in the selected scaﬀolds, the
agar diﬀusion test with modications was conducted. However,
no tested sample exhibited antibacterial properties (see Fig. 9,
where no inhibition zones were detected). In this context, it
should be mentioned that antibacterial properties of lignins
depend on the nature of the lignin and the type of microorganisms. However, the antibacterial eﬃciency of lignin in
polymer composites may be connected with their leaching into
the environment. Thus, their antibacterial eﬃciency in
composites in which lignins are chemically crosslinked with
other constituents may be limited.

4. Conclusion
New scaﬀolds based on poly(vinyl alcohol) and KLf in concentrations ranging from one to twenty wt% were prepared and
biologically tested. Both materials, PVA and KLf, are biopolymers exhibiting hypothetically high degrees of biocompatibility.
KLf was used as a stiﬀening additive with potential antibacterial
properties. The determination of viscoelastic properties showed
that all scaﬀolds based on PVA and KLf up to 10 wt% demonstrated suﬃcient mechanical stability. However, on the basis of
advanced biological testing (i.e., according to the ingrowth of
cells under simulated in vivo conditions in a bioreactor), it must
be noted that only scaﬀolds containing 99 wt% PVA and
one wt% KLf can be proposed as advanced materials suitable for
use in tissue engineering. Unfortunately, KLf incorporated in
PVA did not exhibit any antibacterial activity.
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